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ABSTRACT
Experimental investigation of the earthquake response of reinforced concrete subassemblages
indicates that stiffness and strength loss resulting from beam-column joint damage may be
substantial. To simulate inelastic joint action, a joint element is developed that is appropriate for
use with traditional beam-column elements in two-dimensional nonlinear frame analysis. The
proposed element formulation includes four external nodes with a total of 12 external degrees of
freedom; however, the element is a super-element and includes four additional internal degrees
of freedom. The super-element comprises 13 one-dimensional components that explicitly
represent the three types of inelastic mechanisms that may determine the earthquake response of
beam-column joints: anchorage failure of beam and column longitudinal reinforcement
embedded in the joint, shear failure of the joint core, and shear-transfer failure at the beam-joint
and column-joint interfaces. Calibration models are proposed for each of the three types of
components. These calibration models enable a user to predict response as a function of concrete
compressive strength, transverse steel ratio, frame-member longitudinal steel properties, and
joint geometry. Comparison of simulated and observed response for subassemblages tested in the
laboratory indicates that the proposed model is appropriate for use in simulating the earthquake
response of building joints with moderate earthquake load demands.
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1

Introduction

Typically, in modeling the response of reinforced concrete structures to earthquake loading, it is
assumed that inelastic action is limited to flexural yielding of beams, columns, slabs and walls.
However, experimental data [Walker 2001; Mazzoni and Moehle 2001; Clyde et al. 2000; Lowes
and Moehle 1999; Leon 1990; Meinheit and Jirsa 1977; Park and Ruitong 1988; Durrani and
Wight 1985] suggest that numerical simulation of both newly designed and existing structures
requires representation of the inelastic response of beam-column joints. Here, a simple beamcolumn joint element is proposed that enables simulation of the primary mechanisms that
determine the inelastic response of joints under earthquake loading. This element is appropriate
for use in two-dimensional analysis with traditional hysteretic beam-column line elements to
predict the response of reinforced concrete frames. The proposed element may be calibrated to
simulate the response of as-built and newly designed joints. Calibration procedures for newly
designed beam-column building joints are proposed and evaluated through comparison of
simulated and observed response.
1.1

OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of the research effort presented here is the development and
implementation in OpenSees (http://opensees.peer.berkeley.edu) of a joint model that is
appropriate for use in two-dimensional frame analysis to predict the inelastic response of
reinforced concrete joints under earthquake loading. It is desirable that the proposed joint model
have the following characteristics:
1. Compatibility with traditional beam-column line elements: The proposed joint model
should be appropriate for use with traditional beam-column line elements for twodimensional nonlinear pseudo-static and dynamic analysis of reinforced concrete
frame structures.

2. Computational efficiency: The proposed model should not increase greatly the
computational effort required to accomplish two-dimensional analysis of a
reinforced-concrete frame.
3. Transparency: The proposed model should represent the primary mechanisms that
determine the inelastic response of beam-column joints, enabling a user to vary model
parameters to investigate the impact on frame response of changes in mechanism
response.
4. Objectivity in model calibration: The end user should not be required to specify
arbitrary calibration parameters to predict the response of a joint with particular
design details.
5. Robustness: The internal element solution algorithms should be sufficiently robust
that element convergence is achieved for a broad range of plausible calibration
parameters.
1.2

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

This research report is organized into seven chapters. Following the introduction, Chapter 2
provides a brief review of previous research to develop beam-column joints models; the results
of this research form a basis for the current research and were used to develop the research
objectives presented above. Chapter 3 presents the proposed beam-column joint element
formulation as well as details of the OpenSees implementation. Chapter 4 presents a general onedimensional material model that is used to simulate the response of joint mechanisms as well as
the OpenSees implementation of this model. Chapter 5 presents the proposed joint model
calibration procedures that enable a user to predict the response of a beam-column joint with
unique design details. Chapter 6 provides a comparison of beam-column joint subassemblage
response observed in the laboratory and simulated using the proposed model.
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2

Literature Review

Previous research provides several approaches to modeling beam-column joint response and
using experimental data to calibrate these models. These methods range in sophistication from
the use of experimental data to define moment-rotation relationships to high-resolution finite
element modeling. However, these previously proposed methods do not meet the needs of the
current study in terms of accuracy in simulating response, generality in model application,
objectivity in model calibration, transparency in linking observed response mechanisms to the
model formulation and calibration, and flexibility in modifying the model.

2.1

MODELING INELASTIC JOINT ACTION WITHIN THE BEAM-COLUMN
ELEMENT

Some of the earliest work to simulate the inelastic response of reinforced concrete frames relied
on the calibration of the “plastic-hinges” within beam-column line elements to introduce the
inelastic action of the beam-column joint. Otani [1974] and Anderson and Townsend [1977] used
response. However, a primary objective of the current study is the development of an
independent joint model that can be used with multiple beam-column line-element formulations.
Additionally, while this approach is computationally efficient, objective calibration of these
models is extremely difficult, as is the use of these models to investigate the impact of joint
design parameters on local and global response.
2.2

ROTATIONAL HINGE MODELS

The next generation of beam-column joint models decoupled the inelastic response of the beams,
columns, and joints to facilitate model calibration. One such model is the zero-length rotational
spring element that has been used by several researchers [El-Metwally and Chen 1988; Alath and
Kunnath 1995] to connect beam elements to column elements and thereby represent the shear
distortion of the beam-column joint. Typically, joint moment-rotation data from beam-column

subassemblage tests are used to calibrate this type of joint model. Alath and Kunnath, for
example, recommend this approach. El-Metwally and Chen, using the assumptions that (1)
anchorage failure for longitudinal reinforcement embedded in the joint controls inelastic joint
action under earthquake loading and (2) total energy dissipation due to anchorage failure is
approximately constant for all beam-column joints, develop a method for predicting inelastic
joint moment-rotation response under cyclic loading.
While the rotational-hinge joint model provides a means of independently characterizing
inelastic joint action with only a moderate increase in computational effort, this approach does
not facilitate the development of objective and accurate calibration procedures. This approach
requires that data from experimental testing of beam-column joint subassemblages be used to
develop a one-dimensional joint moment-rotation relationship (or, for the El-Metwally and Chen
model, define the maximum energy that can be dissipated through anchorage failure).
Developing such a model that can be used to predict the response of joints with different design
details requires either a large number of data sets and a sophisticated calibration procedure or
multiple models for joints with different design details. Currently, there are not sufficient data in
the literature to support the development of models that are appropriate for a broad range of joint
designs.
2.3

CONTINUUM MODELS

More recently, researchers have begun using continuum-type elements to represent the response
of reinforced concrete beam-column joints. In these models a “transition element” or “transition
zone” is formulated to establish compatibility between beam-column line elements that represent
the structure outside the joint and planar continuum elements that represent the structure inside
the joint. This type of formulation greatly increases the computational effort of the analysis but
offers the potential for high-resolution, accurate, and objective modeling of the joint region. To
date these formulations have included extremely simple idealizations of the beam-column joint
region [Fleury et al. 2000; Elmorsi et al. 2000].
This approach is not appropriate for the current study for several reasons. First, this
approach adds substantial additional computational effort to an analysis, making twodimensional dynamic analysis too time consuming for use by practicing engineers and most
researchers. Second, it is unlikely that this type of model could meet the requirements for
robustness under a wide range of joint designs and model parameters. Third, a continuum model
4

requires a user to introduce many material constitutive parameters. While most of these
parameters will represent fundamental material properties, some will undoubtedly require the
user to make some assumptions about material response. The impact of these assumptions on the
simulation of the joint response mechanisms will typically be unclear and will often require a
parameter study to verify.
2.4

SUMMARY

A variety of beam-column joint models have been proposed by other researchers. Of these
models, the rotational-hinge model used by El-Metwally and Chen [1988] and Alath and
Kunnath [1995] comes closest to meeting the objectives of the current study, as it provides
computational efficiency, robustness, and compatibility with traditional structural analysis
models. However, this model requires that a single moment-rotation relation be developed to
define the inelastic response of a beam-column joint under cyclic loading, and this requirement
does not facilitate the development of objective and transparent calibration procedures that are
generally applicable.

5
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Joint Element Formulation

The results of previous research indicate the primary mechanisms that determine the earthquake
response of beam-column joints. These mechanisms, which include (1) anchorage failure of
frame-member longitudinal reinforcement embedded in the joint, (2) inelastic shear response of
the reinforced concrete joint core, and (3) shear-transfer failure at the joint-column and jointbeam interfaces, are represented explicitly in the proposed joint element. This element has the
following characteristics:
1. The element is two-dimensional with a finite-area.
2. The element includes four external nodes with a total of 12 external degrees of
freedom.
3. The element includes four internal degrees of freedoms.
4. The element includes one shear-panel component, eight bar-slip components, and
four interface-shear components. All of these components have independent loaddeformation response histories.
3.1

THE EARTHQUAKE RESPONSE OF BEAM-COLUMN JOINTS

Figure 3.1 shows a building subassemblage under moderate to severe earthquake loading.
Typically, under this load distribution, beams develop nominal flexural strength at the joint
perimeter and column longitudinal reinforcement carries tensile stress that approaches the yield
stress. Figure 3.2 shows an idealization of the force distribution at the perimeter of a typical joint
under earthquake loading of the building frames. Beam and column moments are assumed to
transfer into the joint through tension force resultants carried by the frame-member longitudinal
reinforcing steel (white arrows in Fig. 3.2) and compression force resultants carried by framemember concrete (dark grey arrows in Fig. 3.2). Shear forces are assumed to transfer into the
joint through concrete in the vicinity of the frame-member flexural compression zones (hatched
arrows in Fig. 3.2). Figure 3.3 shows an idealization of the loads acting on the joint core.

Compression and shear forces are assumed to act directly on the perimeter of the joint core (dark
grey and hatched arrows in Fig. 3.3), while tension forces carried in frame-member reinforcing
steel are assumed to transfer into the joint core through distributed bond forces (light grey arrows
in Fig. 3.3).

Typical Building
Joint

(a) Building frame under earthquake loading

(b) Earthquake loading of a typical joint

Fig. 3.1. Beam-column joint loads under earthquake loading of a building frame

Compression Force Resultant Acting
on Joint Perimeter
Tension Force Resultant
Acting on Joint Perimeter
Shear Force Resultant Acting
on Joint Perimeter

Fig. 3.2. Idealized load distribution at the perimeter of the joint
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Compression Force Resultant
Acting on Joint Core Perimeter
Shear Force Resultant
Acting on Joint Core Perimeter
Bond Forces Acting
on Joint Core

Fig. 3.3. Idealized loading of the joint core
Evaluation of the joint-core load distribution shown in Figure 3.3 provides insight into
the mechanisms that determine joint response. First, the load distribution here suggests that the
anchorage of longitudinal reinforcement may determine joint response. The bond-force
distribution determines, in part, the total load transferred into the joint; thus, joint capacity is a
function of bond strength. A review by Bonacci and Pantazopoulou [1993] of 86 interior beamcolumn building joint subassemblages tested in the laboratory under reversed-cyclic loading
found that for 19 specimens, anchorage failure contributed to joint failure. Beyond controlling
joint strength, Paulay et al. [1978] suggest that the distribution of bond stress also affects beamcolumn joint load-deformation response. Paulay et al. propose two equilibrium-based models of
the joint; one follows from the assumption of uniform bond stress within the joint, the other
requires that bond be significant only in the vicinity of the beam and column flexural
compression zones. Paulay et al. suggest that these bond stress distributions are associated with
different damage states and thus different deformation states of the beam-column joint.
The load distribution shown in Figure 3.3 suggests also that shear loading of the jointcore concrete may determine response. The light grey arrows indicate shear load applied to the
joint core through bond. Compression stress carried in concrete at the perimeter of the joint
(black compression-resultant arrows in Fig. 3.3 constitute load carried by concrete and
reinforcing steel) contributes also to shear loading of the joint core. Thus, the shear strength of
the joint core as well as the inelastic deformation of the joint core under the applied shear load
9

may determine joint response. In their review of beam-column joint tests, Bonacci and
Pantazopoulou [1993] found 51 of 86 subassemblages for which failure was determined, in part,
by joint shear failure. Paulay et al. [1978] identify two different load distributions within the
joint core that represent the extremes of shear-load transfer within the joint. One loaddistribution follows from the assumption that the reinforced concrete joint core carries essentially
uniform shear stress; damage is assumed also to be relatively well distributed and uniform. A
second load-distribution follows from the assumption that load is transferred primarily through
compression of the joint-core concrete; damage results from dilation of the compression zone.
The idealization shown in Figure 3.3 suggests that both of these shear-transfer mechanisms may
be active.
In addition to the anchorage and shear response mechanisms, the proposed model
includes also an interface-shear component to represent increased sliding shear flexibility and
reduced sliding shear strength at the perimeter of the joint. Experimental testing of reinforced
concrete subassemblages indicates that under severe reversed-cyclic loading, concrete cracks
open at the perimeter of the joint and remain open during load reversal [Ma et al. 1976]. The
opening of concrete cracks reduces the strength and stiffness of interface-shear mechanisms.
3.2

THE PROPOSED JOINT MODEL

Figure 3.4 shows the proposed two-dimensional idealization of an interior beam-column building
joint. This model includes eight bar-slip components that are intended to simulate stiffness and
strength loss associated with bond-strength deterioration for beam and column longitudinal
reinforcement embedded in the joint core, one shear-panel component that is intended to
simulate strength and stiffness loss associated with shear failure of the joint core, and four
interface-shear components that are intended to simulate loss of shear-transfer capacity at the
joint-beam and joint-column perimeter under severe loading of the joint.
In Figure 3.4, and all other figures depicting the joint model, the bar-slip and interfaceshear springs are given a finite length to facilitate discussion; however, the model is
implemented with the interior and exterior planes coincident.
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external node
internal node

zero-length
bar-slip spring

rigid internal
interface plane
shear panel

zero-length
interface-shear spring

rigid external
interface plane

zero-width region
shown with finite width
to fascilitate discussion

Fig. 3.4. Components of the beam-column joint model

3.3

THE ELEMENT FORMULATION

The beam-column joint model shown in Figure 3.4 is incorporated into a four-node element for
use in two-dimensional modeling of building frames. This element formulation is appropriate for
use in a displacement-based incrementally advancing global solution algorithm in which, for
each load increment, two translational displacements and one rotation are computed at each
global-model node (external nodes in Fig. 3.4) to satisfy equilibrium. It is assumed that use of
the element in a global analysis requires that for a given set of imposed generalized nodal
displacements, the element formulation defines a vector of generalized nodal forces representing
the reactions required to develop these displacements and an element tangent matrix representing
the instantaneous derivative of these forces with respect to the nodal displacements.
Unlike the typical displacement-based element formulation in which the displacement of
the external nodes defines uniquely the element deformation state, the deformation state of the
beam-column joint element is defined by the displacement of the external nodes and the four
internal nodes (Fig. 3.5). These internal nodes are unique to the beam-column joint element, and
the displacement of these nodes must be computed to satisfy internal equilibrium of the element.
Thus, each iteration of the global solution algorithm requires an iterative solution of the element
to determine the element state. With external and internal nodal displacements known, the nodalforce vector is computed directly from internal component forces. The element tangent matrix
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used in analysis of the global structural system is computed directly from the local element
tangent matrix through static condensation of the zero-value internal nodal resultants.
v: internal displacements
u: external generalized displacements
u8
u7
u9

u11
u10
u12

v4

v3

v2

u5
u4
u6

v1
u2
u1
u3

Fig. 3.5. Internal and external displacements and rotations

3.3.1 Definition of Internal Deformations and Component Loads
The material state of the beam-column joint element is defined uniquely by the displacement
history of the four external and four internal element nodes. These displacement histories define
the deformation history of the 12 uniaxial spring components and the single two-dimensional
shear-panel component that compose the beam-column joint model. The shear-panel component
is assumed to deform only in shear and, thus, to have a one-dimensional load-deformation
response. Figure 3.6a shows the component deformations. Joint element component
deformations are defined as a function of the external and internal nodal displacements:
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(Eq. 3.1b)

Internal spring deformations are defined as positive for spring extension and as negative
for spring compression. For interface shear springs, a positive shear deformation is associated
with zero internal displacement and positive external displacement. Deformation of the shear
panel follows the standard definition for engineering shear strain. One-dimensional material
constitutive relationships define component forces, and thus the joint element load distribution,
as a function of the component deformation history. Figure 3.6b identifies the component forces.
For the bar-slip and interface-shear springs, the complementary generalized forces are forces
acting in the direction of the spring axis as represented in Figures 3.2–3.6 with tension defined as
positive. For the shear-panel component, the complementary component force is the moment
carried by the panel through shear; Figure 3.7 shows two idealizations of this component
generalized force.
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f10
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f13
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f1

f3
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(a) Component deformations

(b) Component generalized forces

Fig. 3.6. Joint element deformation and load distribution

f 13

h

f 13
f 13

2D panel
loaded in
shear

f 13

w

1-D
rotational
spring

f 13

w
f 13

h

(a) Shear forces acting on the perimeter
of the shear-panel component

(b) Moments acting on the shear-panel
component

Fig. 3.7. Shear-panel action
Complementary to the set of 16 internal and external nodal displacements (Fig. 3.5), there
is a set of 16 internal and external nodal resultants (Fig. 3.8). Nodal resultants may be computed
directly from component forces by imposing equilibrium at the external and internal nodes. This
results in the expected contragradient transformation between nodal resultants and component
forces:
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where F and Φ refer, respectively, to the external and internal nodal resultants defined in Figure
3.8, f refers to the component forces defined in Figure 3.6b, and A is as defined in (Eq. 3.1b. An
admissible element material state includes internal nodal resultants equal to zero.
Φ: internal resultants equal to zero
F: external resultants
F8
F7
F9
Φ3
Φ2

F11

F5
F4

F10
F12

Φ1

F6

F2
F1
F3

Fig. 3.8. Internal and external resultants

3.3.2 Internal Equilibrium of the Beam-Column Joint Element
Given an imposed set of external nodal displacements, determination of the element material
state requires solution for the four unknown internal displacements that satisfy internal
equilibrium of the element. This requires solution of four coupled nonlinear equations:
⎧0⎫
⎪0⎪
⎪ ⎪
⎨ ⎬=
⎪0⎪
⎪⎩0⎪⎭

⎧Φ1 ⎫
⎧ f1 ⎫
⎪Φ ⎪
⎪ 2 ⎪ ~T ⎪ ⎪
=
A
⎨ M ⎬
⎨ ⎬
⎪f 13 ⎪
⎪Φ 3 ⎪
⎩ ⎭
⎪
⎪
Φ
⎩ 4⎭

(Eq. 3.3)
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where Φ and f are as defined in Equation 3.2 and A refers to columns 10 through 13 of the
transformation matrix A defined in Equation 3.1.
The solution for the internal nodal displacements, and thus the material state of the beamcolumn joint element, typically can be accomplished using a classical Newton-Raphson iteration
scheme. The following algorithm solves for internal nodal displacements, v, at time t given the
imposed external nodal displacements, u, at time t, the internal nodal displacements at the
equilibrium configuration, vt-1, for time t-1, and a set of history data defining component material
response also at time t-1.
Joint Element Solution Algorithm
⎧u ⎫
⎧ u ⎫
∆0 = A ⋅ ⎨ 0 ⎬ = A ⋅ ⎨ t −1 ⎬
⎩ν ⎭
⎩ν ⎭

for a = 1 to 13
[κa, fa]= materialResponse (∆a, historya)
end
Φ 0 = AT f

i=0
T

while Φ i Φ i > tol

(

)

~ ~ −1
v i +1 = v i − AT kA Φ i

⎧ u ⎫
∆i +1 = A ⋅ ⎨ i +1 ⎬
⎩ν ⎭

for a = 1 to 13
[κa, fa]= materialResponse (∆a, historya)
end
Φ i +1 = AT f

i = i+1
end
In this algorithm, k is a diagonal matrix of the component material response tangent values, κ.
k a,a = κ a =

df a
d∆ a

(Eq. 3.4)

Here it assumed that the material response of the components is defined by the function
materialResponse that returns the current component force, fa, and tangent to the forcedeformation response history, κa, given the current component deformation, ∆a, and a set of
~

history data, historya. Algorithm values A , A , and Φ are as defined previously.
The Joint Element Solution Algorithm will converge quadratically if the initial trial value
~

~

of v is in the vicinity of the solution and if AT kA is definite. For older reinforced concrete beam16

column joints with minimal transverse reinforcement and relatively short reinforcement
anchorage lengths, constitutive models defining component behavior are calibrated to describe
severe stiffness and strength deterioration. For these systems, the highly nonlinear response of
the joint components may result in the initial trial value of v being relatively far from the solution
for a given set of external nodal displacements, u, encountered at points on the global system
solution path. Further, for these beam-column joints, it is likely that the element tangent matrix
~ ~
AT kA may be numerically singular at some points during the internal element solution. To

ensure that element convergence is achieved for any set of imposed external nodal displacement,
it may be necessary to improve the robustness of the internal solution algorithm. The following
modifications have been used with varying levels of success:
1. Modification of the classical Newton-Raphson solution algorithm to include a
linesearch [Matthies and Strang 1979]
2. Implementation of the classical Modified Newton-Raphson solution algorithm
3. Discretization of the imposed external nodal displacement increment, to enable
internal solution at discrete points along the global solution path
3.3.3 Definition of the Element Tangent and Residual
With the element state-determination complete, application of the global solution algorithm to
solve for equilibrium of the structure requires computation of an element residual vector and the
element stiffness matrix that defines the instantaneous derivative of the residual vector with
respect to the external nodal displacements.
The element residual vector comprises the external nodal forces as defined in Figure 3.8
and is computed from internal joint component forces (Fig. 3.6b). The residual vector is defined
as follows:
R = {F1 F2

F3

... F1 F12 }T

(Eq. 3.5)

External nodal reactions, F1 through F12, are determined by enforcing equilibrium at the jointbeam and joint-column interfaces and may be computed as follows:
⎧ F1 ⎫
⎧ f1 ⎫
⎪ ⎪ ˆT ⎪ ⎪
R =⎨ M ⎬=A ⎨ M ⎬
⎪F ⎪
⎪f 13⎪
⎩ 12 ⎭
⎩ ⎭

(Eq. 3.6)

where ÂT represents columns 1 through 12 of A defined by Equation 3.1a and fi are defined for
the equilibrium configuration of the joint element.
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The element tangent matrix is defined as the derivative of the residual vector with respect
to the external nodal displacements. This matrix is computed from the instantaneous tangents of
the joint model components and requires static condensation of the global element tangent
matrix:
⎧∂u ⎫
K ⋅ ∂U = K ⋅ ⎨ ⎬ =
⎩∂v ⎭

⎡K ee
⎢K
⎣ ie

K ei ⎤ ⎧∂u ⎫ ⎧∂F ⎫ ⎧∂R ⎫
⎨ ⎬=⎨ ⎬=⎨ ⎬
K ii ⎥⎦ ⎩∂v ⎭ ⎩∂Φ ⎭ ⎩ 0 ⎭

(Eq. 3.7a)

where
K = AT ⋅ k ⋅ A

(Eq. 3.7b)

and k is the matrix of component tangents as defined in Equation 3.5. Thus, the element
consistent instantaneous tangent is defined as follows:
∂R
−1
= K ee − K ei ⋅ [K ii ] ⋅ K ie
∂u

3.4

(Eq. 3.8)

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED JOINT ELEMENT IN OPENSEES

3.4.1 The OpenSees Framework
OpenSees (http://opensees.berkeley.edu/)

is

an object-oriented open-source software

framework for simulation in earthquake engineering using finite element methods. To date, a
large number of researchers have enriched this framework with the software components that
enable researchers and practicing engineers to accomplish sophisticated simulations of the
earthquake response of structures. These components include model-building tools, model
domain definitions, element formulations, material models, analysis procedures, numerical
solvers, data management tools, and methods to support reliability analysis. Table 3.1 shows
some of the classes that compose the software framework, with the classes that are introduced as
part of this effort shaded in grey.
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Fig. 3.9. Class structure in the OpenSees framework

3.4.2 The Beam-Column Joint Element
The proposed beam-column joint element formulation is introduced into the OpenSees
framework as the beamColumnJoint class, which is a child of the base abstract Element class
(Fig. 3.9). The Element class consists of a number of virtual methods that are defined for the
children of the class. These methods dynamically allocate and deallocate memory for an instance
of the class, initialize an instance of the class, perform inquiry and access tasks, and generate and
return an element tangent matrix and residual vector. The proposed beam-column joint element
requires an internal solution to determine the internal nodal displacements that satisfy internal
equilibrium of the element. Thus, the beamColumnJoint class includes also multiple methods to
support the internal element solution algorithm. Table 3.1 lists and briefly describes all of the
methods that compose the beamColumnJoint class.
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Table 3.1. Methods constituting the beamcolumnJoint Class
Class: beamColumnJoint
Constructor
Public: BeamColumnJoint(…)
Destructor
Public: ~BeamColumnJoint()
Inquiry and Access Methods
Public: virtual int getNumberExternalNodes()
Public: virtual const ID &getExternalNodes()
Public: virtual int getNumDOF()
Public: virtual void setDomain(…)
Public: virtual const Matrix &getTangentStiff()
Public: virtual const Vector &getResistingForce()
Public: virtual int getResponse(…)
Public: virtual int displaySelf(…)
Element Solution Methods

Private: void getGlobalDispls(…)

Private: void getBCJoint()
Private: void getdg_df() &
Private: void getdDef_du()
Private: void getMatResponse(…)
Private: void formR(…)
Private: void formK(…)
Private: double getStepSize(…)

Public: virtual int commitState()
Public: virtual int revertToLastCommit()
Public: virtual int revertToStart()
Public: virtual int update()

Initializes an object of the class
Performs dynamic storage deallocation
Returns the number of external nodes of the element
Returns pointers to the specified node tags
Returns number of degrees of freedom of the element
Required for checking on the dof and associativity with
the node
Returns the local stiffness matrix of the element at the
global assembly stage for all the elements
Returns the local residual force vector at the stage of
global assembly
Returns element specific responses
Display element graphically
Returns a set of converged displacements (after
performing the internal equilibrium check for the beamcolumn joint) for the four external nodes of the element.
This is the main heart of the program which calls in
various other methods for its completion
Returns the A matrix being defined in Equation 3.1a.
This is a constant matrix for a particular joint and only
depends upon the joint dimensions
Returns part of the A matrix to be required for
performance of the static condensation
Takes in the displacements and returns the tangent and
residual forces based upon whichever material the user
specifies
Forms the local residual force (R) vector of the element
Forms the local stiffness matrix (K) of the element
Determines the step size to be used for line search if
there is a convergence problem with the internal
equilibrium. This method increases the robustness of the
element
Commits the displacement at each nodes once the
internal equilibrium criteria for the element is met
Return back to its last commited state in case the
analysis fails
Initialization process for the element at start
Updates the displacements at the external nodes of the
element
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4

Constitutive Models

The previously proposed two-dimensional beam-column joint element represents inelastic
response through the action of a shear-panel component, bar-slip components, and interfaceshear components. Calibration of the model to represent the response of a particular beamcolumn joint with specific material and design parameters requires definition of the onedimensional force-deformation response of each of these components. For objective and accurate
simulation of beam-column joint response, these calibration procedures must employ
fundamental material models and introduce a minimum number of simplifying assumptions
about behavior. Here, calibration procedures are proposed for each of the joint-element
components that meet these requirements. These procedures employ the results of previous
research as is appropriate. To facilitate the calibration process, a general one-dimensional
hysteretic load-deformation model is developed. Component calibration procedures define
response on the basis of this hysteretic model.

4.1

A GENERAL ONE-DIMENSIONAL CONSTITUTIVE MODEL

Simulation of material and component response in structural analysis applications often includes
definition of a one-dimensional hysteretic load-deformation relationship. To facilitate the
development and calibration process for the beam-column joint element, a general deformationbased model is proposed that can be calibrated to represent the response of each of the
components that compose the joint element. A response envelope, an unload-reload path, and
three damage rules that control evolution of these paths define the one-dimensional model. In
general, the envelope and unload-reload paths may take any form, in the current implementation,
the envelope is multilinear and the unload-reload path is trilinear. Figure 4.1 shows an
idealization of a load-deformation history predicted using this model.

load
1

4

deformation
3

2

Fig. 4.1 One-dimensional load-deformation response model
The response envelope, unload-reload paths and damage rules define the hysteretic
model. For the implementation, shown in Figure 4.1 calibration of the model requires 16
parameters to define the response envelope (material States 1 and 2 in Fig. 4.1), 6 parameters to
define the two unload-reload paths (material States 3 and 4 in Fig. 4.1), and 12 parameters to
define the hysteric damage rules. The hysteretic model is implemented by defining the four
material states, the rules the control changes between states, and the rules that govern evolution
of the states.

4.1.1 State Definition
Figure 4.1 shows the four material states that define the proposed hysteretic model. Each state is
defined by the same data: the minimum and maximum deformations and associated loads that
mark the beginning and end of the state, a loading direction, and a series of rules that define the
load path within the state. For State 1 and State 2, the load path changes during an analysis to
accommodate strength reduction due to load-deformation history. The load path for State 3 (State
4) is defined each time the state is entered and does not change until the state is exited. For State
3 (State 4), in addition to the maximum (minimum) load-deformation point, defined by the point
at which unloading occurs and the minimum (maximum) load-deformation point, defined by the
State 3 - State 2 (State 4 - State 1) transition, two load-deformation points define the load path.
These load-deformation points include the point reached once substantial unloading has occurred
and the point at which substantial reloading occurs. For State 3 (State 4), the load achieved upon
unloading is defined as a fraction of the minimum (maximum) strength that can be developed.
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With the unloading stiffness defined, this establishes the end of the substantial unload phase.
Also for State 3 (State 4), the load-deformation point at which substantial reloading occurs, is a
fraction of the minimum (maximum) historic deformation and a fraction of the load developed at
the minimum (maximum) deformation demand.
4.1.2 Rules for Change in State
Figure 4.2 shows the connectivity between four material states. The proposed model is a
displacement-based model; it is assumed that the model defines the current load and
instantaneous tangent to the load-deformation response given the previous material state and an
imposed deformation increment. For States 1 and 2, a change in state (CIS) occurs only if there
is a reversal in the loading direction; for example, if the current state is State 1 and the current
deformation increment is negative, then there is a CIS to State 3 or, if the increment is very large,
State 2. For States 3 and 4, a change in the direction of loading or loading beyond the end of the
state can trigger a CIS. For example, if the current state is State 3 and the current deformation
increment is negative, there may be a CIS to State 2; if the current state is State 3 and the
deformation increment is positive, then there is a CIS to State 4 or, if the increment is large, to
State 1.

1
no change in the direction of loading

3

4

change in the direction of loading
change in the direction of loading with
a large deformation increment

2
Fig. 4.2. State connectivity

4.1.3 Hysteretic Response
Three damage rules define evolution of the response envelope and unload-reload paths as a
function of load-deformation history. Hysteretic damage is simulated through deterioration in
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unloading stiffness (unloading stiffness degradation), deterioration in the strength developed in
the vicinity of the maximum and minimum deformation demands (reloading stiffness
degradation), and deterioration in strength achieved at previously unachieved deformation
demands (strength degradation). Figures 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 show the impact of these three different
damage modes on the hysteretic material response.
load

k0
ki
deformation

Fig. 4.3. Unloading stiffness degradation

)1 )
x
(d ma d max 2 x) 3
(
(d ma

load

deformation

Fig. 4.4. Reloading stiffness degradation
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load

(fmax)1
(fmax)2
(fmax)3

deformation

Fig. 4.5. Strength degradation
The form of each damage rules is the same; this form represents a more general version
of the damage index proposed by Park and Ang [1985].
⎛

(~ )

δ i = ⎜ α1⋅ dmax
⎜
⎝

α3

⎛

+ α 2 ⋅ ⎜⎜

Ei

⎝ E monotonic

α4

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(Eq. 4.1a)

where
⎡ d
d min i ⎤
~
d max = max ⎢ max i ,
⎥
def min ⎦
⎣ def max

(Eq. 4.1b)

Ei =

(Eq. 4.1c)

∫ dE
load history

and i refers to the current displacement increment, δ i is the damage index ( δ i equal to 0
represents a state of no damage and δ i equal to 1.0 represents the case of maximum damage),
α’s are parameters used to fit the damage rule to the experimental data, E is hysteretic energy
with Emonotic equal to the energy required to achieve under monotonic loading the deformation
that defines failure, defmax and defmin are, respectively, the positive and negative deformations
that define failure, and dmaxi and dmini are, respectively, the maximum historic and minimum
historic deformation demands.
For the case of stiffness degradation:
k i = k 0 ⋅ (1 − δk i )

(Eq. 4.2)
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where k i is the current unloading stiffness (Fig. 4.3), k 0 is the initial unloading stiffness for the
case of no damage (Fig. 4.3), and δk i is the current value of the stiffness damage index.
Envelope strength degradation is simulated in the same way:

(fmax )i = (fmax )0 ⋅ (1 − δf i )

(Eq. 4.3)

where (fmax )i is the current envelope maximum strength (Fig. 4.5), (fmax )0 is the initial envelope
maximum strength for the case of no damage (Fig. 4.5), and δf i is the current value of the
strength damage index. The reduction in strength that is observed upon reloading is simulated by
applying the damage rule to define an increase in the maximum historic deformation (decrease in
the minimum):
d max i = d max 0 ⋅ (1 + δd i )

(Eq. 4.4)

where d max i is the current deformation that defines the end of the reload cycle for increasing
deformation demand (Fig. 4.4), d max 0 is the maximum historic deformation demand (Fig. 4.4),
and δd i is the current value of the reloading-strength damage index.

4.1.4 Implementation of the General Hysteretic Constitutive Model in OpenSees
As shown in Figure 3.9, the base abstract Material class is one of the primary classes making up
the OpenSees framework. Children of the Material class include the base abstract
UniaxialMaterial class, children of which represent implementations of one-dimensional
material constitutive models, and the base abstract ND class, children of which represent
implementations of multi-dimensional material constitutive models. The Material and
UniaxialMaterial classes comprise a number of virtual methods that are defined in the children.
These methods dynamically allocate and deallocate memory for an instance of the class,
initialize an instance of the class, perform inquiry and access tasks, and generate and return a
material tangent matrix and generalized stress vector.
The proposed general one-dimensional constitutive model is introduced into the
OpenSees framework as the Pinching4 class, a child of the abstract UniaxialMaterial class (Fig.
3.9). In addition to including definitions of virtual methods inherited from the abstract Material
and UniaxialMaterial classes, the Pinching4 class includes also a number of private methods that
define the current state of the material. Table 4.1 lists and briefly describes all of the methods
that make up the Pinching4 class.
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Table 4.1. Methods constituting the Pinching4 class
Class: Pinching4
Constructor
Public: BeamColumnJoint(…)

Initializes an object of the class

Destructor
Public: ~BeamColumnJoint()
Inquiry & Access Methods

Performs dynamic storage deallocation

Returns the current converged strain/displacement of the
Public: virtual double getStrain() material
Public: virtual double getStress()
Public: virtual double getTangent()
Public: virtual UniaxialMaterial* getCopy()
Material Solution Methods
Public: virtual int setTrialStrain(…)
Private: void setEnvelope()
Private: void getState(…)
Private: double posEnvlpStress(…) &
Private: double negEnvlpStress(…)
Private: double posEnvlpTangent(…) &
Private: double negEnvlpTangent(…)
Private: void getState3(…) &
Private: void getState4(…)
Private: double Envlp3Stress (…) &
Private: double Envlp4Stress ()
Private: double Envlp3Tangent (…) &
Private: double Envlp4Tangent (…)
Private: void updateDmg(…)
Public: virtual int commitState()
Public: virtual int revertToLastCommit()
Public: virtual int revertToStart()

4.2

Returns current converged stress/force of the material
Returns current converged tangent of the material
Performs deep copy of the material object
Sets a displacement demand of the material based upon
its previous stiffness and also the residual force vector
return
Sets the initial backbone envelope for the material based
upon the input by the user
Determines the state of the material based upon the
material history and current stress demand
Returns positive/negative damaged stress of the material
Returns positive/negative tangent of the material
Forms the backbone envelope of state 3 / state 4 of the
material model
Determines the stress of the envelope at state 3 or state 4
of the material
Determines the tangent of the envelope at state 3 or state
4 of the material
Determines the damages at a particular state of the
material.
Commits the history variables of the material model
after the state-check has been done for the material
model
Return back to its last commited state in case the
analysis fails
Initialization process for the material at start

MODELING BAR-SLIP RESPONSE

Figure 3.3 shows an idealization of the joint core load distribution under earthquake loading of a
building frame. This load distribution results in substantial bond demand for frame-member
longitudinal reinforcement anchored in the beam-column joint (light gray arrows indicate load
transferred from reinforcing steel to joint core through bond Fig. 3.3). A calibration procedure is
developed to simulate the inelastic response associated with bond-zone deterioration.
One possible approach for developing a calibration model to use in defining the bar stress
versus slip relationship is to use data from experimental testing of beam-column joint
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subassemblies with different material properties, geometries, configurations, design properties,
and load histories. However, experimental measurement of bar slip requires a relatively
sophisticated instrumentation set-up and the adoption of a definition as to what constitutes slip.
Calculation of experimental bar stress requires the use of steel strain gage data and an assumed
hysteretic material model or an assumption about the stress distribution across the beam or
column cross section. These factors limit the availability of experimental data, the objectivity of
the available data, and the generality of a model developed on the basis of these data.
A second possible approach to model calibration, used in the current study, employs data
from experimental testing of anchorage-zone specimens and assumptions about the bond stress
distribution within the joint. This approach enables the use of a much larger data set and provides
a bar stress versus slip model that can be applied in general for simulating beam-column joint
response.
4.2.1 Envelope of the Bar Stress versus Slip Relationship
In the current study, the envelope to the bar stress versus slip relationship is developed on the
basis of several simplifying assumptions about beam-column joint anchorage-zone response.
First, bond stress along the anchored length of a reinforcing bar is assumed to be uniform for
reinforcement that remains elastic or piecewise constant for reinforcement loaded beyond yield
(Fig. 4.6). Second, slip is assumed to define the relative movement of the reinforcing bar with
respect to the face of the beam-column joint and is a function of the steel strain distribution
along the bar. Third, the bar exhibits zero slip at the point of zero bar stress. This approach is
similar to that used by Mazzoni and Moehle [2001]. Figure 4.6 shows an idealization of the bond
stress distribution and resulting bar stress distribution for an anchored reinforcing bar loaded in
tension beyond yield. Parameters identified in the figure are defined in the following paragraph.
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Fig. 4.6. Bond and bar stress distribution for a reinforcing bar anchored in a joint
On the basis of these assumptions, the slip versus bar stress relationship is defined by the
following equations:
~
for fs < f y
~

l fs

slip = ∫ τ E
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πd b 1
τ l 2 1 fs 2
⋅ xdx = 2 E fs =
db
8 τE ⋅E
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E db

(Eq. 4.5a)

~
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(Eq. 4.5c)

where fy is the steel yield strength, E is the steel elastic modulus, Eh is the steel hardening
modulus assuming a bilinear stress-strain response, τE is the bond strength for elastic steel, τY is
the bond strength for yielded steel, Ab is the nominal bar area and db is the nominal bar diameter.
For the case of le+ly greater than the anchorage length of the joint, deterioration of bond strength
under reversed cyclic loading will be much more severe. In this case, it may be appropriate to
assume reduced bond strength in the elastic region of the reinforcing bar. Additionally, bond
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strength is assumed to deteriorate once slip exceeds a “slip limit” defined on the basis of
experimental data.
Bond-strength values, required to complete calibration of the model, are defined on the
basis of experimental data provided by a number of different researchers. The results of previous
research indicate that bond strength is a function of the material state of the anchored bar as well
as of the concrete and transverse reinforcing steel in the vicinity of the reinforcing bar [Lowes
1999]. Bond strength is relatively high if reinforcement is anchored in a reinforced concrete zone
that carries compression perpendicular to the bar axis, and relatively low if the reinforced
concrete carries tension [Eligehausen et al. 1983; Malvar 1992]. Further, bond strength is
reduced for reinforcement carrying stress in excess of the tensile yield strength and increased for
reinforcement carrying compressive stress less than the compressive yield strength [Shima et al.
1987].
These factors are considered in defining bond strength for the current model. Figure 3.3
shows a simplified idealization of the load distribution within a building beam-column joint. In
the vicinity of the column and beam tension zone, relatively low bond strengths could be
expected due to the stress state of the reinforced concrete joint as well as likely tensile yielding
of beam reinforcement. Similarly, in the vicinity of the column and beam compression zones,
relatively high bond strengths could be expected due to the stress state of the joint and the likely
compressive yielding of beam reinforcement.
The results of the experimental investigation by Eligehausen et al. [1983] are used as a
basis for defining the bond strength for an elastic reinforcing bar loaded in tension (Table 4.2).
For a beam longitudinal reinforcing bar anchored in a building beam-column joint and stressed in
tension to a level that does not exceed the yield stress, the concrete in the vicinity of the bar
could be expected to carry compression or tension with limited crack width (Fig. 3.3). These
bond-zone conditions would not be expected to reduce significantly bond strength from values
obtained in typical bond studies, such as the Eligehausen study, that use specimens with short
anchorage lengths and initially undamaged bond-zone concrete. The prototype specimen in the
Eligehausen study consisted of a No. 8 reinforcing bar (nom. diameter = 1 in. [25 mm]) anchored
with a short embedment length in a reinforced concrete anchorage block with a moderate volume
of transverse reinforcement and no active confining pressure. Eligehausen et al. proposed a peak
bond-strength value of τ max = 2.5 fc MPa ( 30 fc psi) and a bond stress versus slip model that
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implies the average bond-strength values listed in Table 4.2, assuming that zero and the
maximum bond strength are developed along the length of anchored bar.
Table 4.2. Average bond strengths as a function of steel stress state
Bar stress, fs
Average bond strength Average bond strength,
(fy = tensile yield strength)
MPa (fc in MPa)
psi (fc in psi)
Tension, fs < fy
τET = 1.8 f c
τET = 21 fc
Tension, fs > fy
τYT = 0.4 fc to 0.05 fc
τYT = 4.8 fc to 0.6 fc
Compression, -fs < fy
τEC = 2.2 fc
τEC = 26 f c
Compression, -fs > fy

τYC = 3.6 fc

τYC = 43 fc

Average bond strength for the region of the reinforcing bar that yields in tension is
defined on the basis of experimental data provided by Shima et al. [1987] and Eligehausen et al.
[1983]. The prototype specimen in the Shima investigation consisted of a No. 19M (nom.
diameter = 19.5 mm [0.88 in.]) reinforcing bar embedded in a plain concrete cylinder with an
embedment length of 50 bar diameters. Bond strength along the length of the bar was computed
from strain gage data and an experimentally determined steel stress-strain relationship. The
results of this study indicate average bond strength for yielded reinforcement of 0.4 fc MPa
( 4.8 fc psi) (Table 4.2). The Shima test specimens consist of initial undamaged concrete
cylinders and thus do not represent the relatively poor bond zone conditions that exist for yielded
reinforcing bars anchored in the vicinity of beam and column flexural tension zones. This could
be expected to reduce bond strength further. Eligehausen et al. [1983] propose a model in which
maximum bond strength for reinforcement anchored in the vicinity of a flexural tension zone is
40% of that proposed for reinforcement anchored within an undamaged and well-confined
anchorage zone. However, Eligehausen et al. [1983] observed minimum bond strength of
0.05 fc

MPa ( 0.6 fc psi) for nonyielded reinforcement embedded in a damaged anchorage zone.

These damaged anchorage zones are more representative of anchorage zones conditions in the
vicinity of flexural tension zones. These two maximum bond-strength values are assumed to
bound the range of values.
The anchorage of reinforcement embedded in concrete elements subjected to active and
passive confining pressure has been studied by a number of researchers [Eligehausen et al. 1983;
Malvar 1992]. However, the majority of these investigations have been for reinforcement loaded
in tension. The results of the Eligehausen investigation show that bond strength does not vary for
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reinforcing bars carrying compressive or tensile stress below the yield strength. Thus, studies for
reinforcement loaded in tension are used as a basis defining the average bond strength for joint
reinforcement carrying compression and thus anchored in a beam or column compression zone.
Evaluation of bond data indicates that peak local bond strength of 3.1 fc MPa with fc in MPa
( 37 fc psi with fc in psi) may be developed for confining pressure equal to 40% of concrete
compressive strength [Lowes 1999]. Assuming that this maximum bond strength is developed
and assuming the same bond stress versus slip model as for reinforcement loaded in tension, the
average bond-strengths values listed in Table 4.2 are computed.
For the case of a reinforcing bar yielded in compression, and thus anchored in the vicinity
of a flexural compression zone, the results of an investigation by Viwathanatepa et al. [1979] and
the Eligehausen investigation [Eligehausen et al. 1983] are considered. For the Viwathanatepa
study, a typical laboratory test specimen consisted of a No. 8 reinforcing bar (nom. diameter = 25
mm = 1 in.) embedded in an idealized reinforced concrete column with an anchorage length of
25db and subjected to tension and compression loading on either end of the embedded bar. The
test configuration was such that the tension end of the reinforcing bar was anchored in the
vicinity of the column flexural tension zone while the compression end of the bar was anchored
in the compression zone. While peak bond strength in excess of 6 fc MPa with fc in MPa
( 72 fc psi with fc in psi) is reported for yielded reinforcement anchored in the flexural
compression zone, the observed response is simulated using a model with a peak bond strength
of 3.8 fc MPa with fc in MPa ( 46 fc psi with fc in psi). This peak bond strength is proposed for
use in simulation also by Eligehausen et al. The Eligehausen investigation arrives at this strength
by increasing by 20%, to account for Poisson’s effect, the maximum observed bond strength for
bars anchored in compression zones. Here it is assumed that local slip levels for reinforcement
yielding in compression approach those associated with maximum bond strength; thus, the value
for peak bond strength proposed by the Viwathanatepa and Eligehausen studies defines average
bond strength in the current study (Table 4.2).
The average bond-strength values listed in Table 3.1 are used to calibrate the piecewise
linear envelope to the bar stress versus slip relationship. Definition of the envelope is completed
by identification of the slip level at which bond strength begins to deteriorate and the post-peak
stiffness of the envelope. Here the slip limit is defined to be 3 mm (0.1 in.); this follows the
recommendations of Eligehausen et al. [1983] and is consistent with the results of previous
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studies [Lowes 1999]. The post-peak stiffness is defined to be -10% of the initial elastic stiffness;
this is assumed to represent the local post-peak stiffness observed by Eligehausen et al.
The proposed model may be compared with experimental data defining bar stress versus
slip response for anchorage-zone specimens with relatively long anchorage lengths and variable
anchorage-zone conditions. Experimental tests conducted by Viwathanatepa et al. [1979] provide
the most comprehensive data set for this type of bond specimen. Figure 4.7 shows the proposed
bar stress versus slip envelope as well as envelopes computed from experimental data provided
by Viwathanatepa et al. for the case of monotonic loading and reversed cyclic loading. The
simulated response history lies between that observed for monotonic and cyclic loading. The
previously discussed damage rules are calibrated to improve simulation of observed response
under reversed-cyclic loading. However, the data in Figure 4.7 suggest that the model may not be
appropriate for use in simulating response under purely monotonic loading.
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Fig. 4.7. Envelope for hysteretic bar-slip versus slip response, experimental data from
Viwathanatepa et al. [1979]
4.2.2 Cyclic Response
Extension of the monotonic bar stress versus slip history for the case of reversed-cyclic loading
requires definition of the unload-reload path and definition of a damage model to represent the
influence of load history on response. The results of reversed-cyclic anchorage tests conducted
by Eligehausen et al. [1983] and Hawkins et al. [1982] are used as the basis for defining these
response characteristics. These data show bar stress versus slip response histories that are similar
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in nature to those observed by Viwathanatepa et al. [1979] and shown in Figure 4.8a.
Experimental data show that the hysteretic bar stress versus slip response is characterized by a
stiff unloading response, the development of a residual bond-slip resisting force upon slip
reversal, and a pinching-type response in which bar stress does not increase significantly until
slip demand approaches the maximum slip demand achieved during previous load cycles.
Additionally, experimental data indicate that bond strength and stiffness deteriorates as a
function of the load history. Figure 4.1 shows the one-dimensional hysteretic model used to
simulate observed response. Calibration of this model requires specification of the following
parameters:

•

Unloading stiffness: assumed equal to the elastic stiffness

•

Residual bar stress: computed assuming that a uniform residual bond stress of
0.15 f c

MPa with fc in MPa ( 1.8 f c psi with fc in psi) to represent data provided by

Eligehausen et al. [1983]

•

Slip and force at which reloading occurs as a fraction of maximum historic slip and
force associated with maximum historic slip: defined to be 0.25 to represent
Eligehausen and Hawkins data

4.2.3 Comparison of Simulated and Observed Response
Calibration of the model also requires specification of a set of eight cyclic-degradation
parameters that define deterioration of strength and stiffness under cyclic loading. These
parameters are defined to represent the Eligehausen et al. [1983] and Hawkins et al. [1982] data.
Figure 4.8 shows the proposed model compared with experimental bar stress versus slip data
presented by Viwathanatepa et al. [1979]. The proposed model represents the general
characteristics of the observed response. Discrepancies between simulated and observed
response result from the simplicity of the model.
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Fig. 4.8. Simulated and observed bar stress versus slip for anchored reinforcing bar

4.2.4 Spring-Force versus Bar Stress Calibration Model
Calibration of the bar-slip springs included in the beam-column joint model is completed by
definition of a bar stress versus spring-force relationship. The tensile and compressive spring
forces equilibrate the axial and flexural loads carried by the beams and columns framing into the
joint. The bar stress defines the load carried by the framing member longitudinal reinforcement.
This load is transferred into the joint through bond and, thus, determines the additional joint
flexibility associated with bond-zone damage. For the case of a tensile spring force, it is
appropriate to assume that all of the spring force is carried by the reinforcing steel and
transferred through bond. However, for the case of a compressive spring force, the load is
distributed between the concrete and reinforcing steel. Thus, only a fraction of the total spring
force is transferred into the joint through bond. To define the spring force versus bar stress
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relationship for this case, the fraction of the cross-section compression resultant force carried by
the reinforcing steel for loading at nominal flexural strength is assumed to be valid for all load
distributions.
In determining the relationship between compressive resultant spring force and bar stress,
the assumed behavioral mechanisms of the beam-column joint belie all but the simplest models.
Thus, spring force and bar stress are related on the basis of an assumed stress-strain distribution
on the frame-member cross section for the case of the loading to nominal flexural strength. This
stress-strain distribution follows the recommendations of ACI Committee 318 [1999] for
calculation of nominal flexural strength and is depicted in Figure 4.9. Using this model, concrete
and steel force resultants are defined as follows:
C c = 0.85f c' βcw
C s' = f s' As' = 0.003

(Eq. 4.6a)
c − d'
E s As'
c

(Eq. 4.6b)

where C c is total compressive force carried by the concrete and C s' is the total compressive force
carried by the reinforcing steel, As' is the area of reinforcing steel-carrying compression, Es is the
reinforcing steel elastic modulus and all other parameters are defined in Figure 4.9. Assuming
that the centroid of the compression force is defined by the concrete stress distribution, the
compressive spring force is defined, as a function of the compressive bar stress, as follows:

spring force = C s' + C c =

⎛
⎜
⎜
f s' As' ⎜1 +
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

2(1 − j )

0.85f c' dw

E s As'

⎛
0.003 β ⎜1 −
⎜
⎝

β
d'
d 2(1 − j )

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠⎠

(Eq. 4.7)

The parameters used in Equation 3.7 are defined in Figure 4.9. From Equation 3.7 it follows that
assuming a constant ratio of spring force to bar force implies assuming that jd, and thus the
neutral axis depth, is constant. This assumption is made often for design, and the following
values are appropriate:
j = 0.85 for beams
j = 0.75 for columns
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(b) Section A-A: Strain, stress and resultant distribution
Fig. 4.9. Idealization of frame-member internal load distribution at joint perimeter
For the case of tensile resultant force acting on the frame-member cross-section, concrete
does not contribute to the transfer of load into the joint. Thus, all tensile loads are carried by the
reinforcing steel and transferred into the joint through bond. For tensile loading of the bar-slip
spring the relationship between spring force and bar stress is as follows (Fig. 4.9):
T = f s As

(Eq. 4.8)

where T is the tensile resultant acting on the cross section equal to the spring force, fs is the
reinforcing bar stress, and As is the total area of reinforcing steel.
4.3

MODELING JOINT SHEAR RESPONSE

Figure 3.3 shows an idealization of the loads applied to the joint core under earthquake loading
of a frame. This load distribution results in substantial shear loading of the joint-core concrete.
Depending on bond-zone conditions, the load distribution at the perimeter of the joint core may
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be relatively uniform, or shear may be transferred primarily through concrete compression and
bond forces in the vicinity of the beam and column flexural compression zones. A calibration
procedure is developed to simulate the inelastic load-deformation response of the joint core
under the applied shear load.
Evaluation of experimental data characterizing the response of beam-column joint
subassemblages is one possible approach for development of a general calibration procedure for
the shear panel component. However, there are relatively few data sets for joints with different
material properties, geometries, design parameters, and cyclic load histories. Additionally,
different researchers use different approaches to measure shear deformation of the joint region.
Instrumentation layouts that include bond zones within the joint, flexural yield zones in beams
and columns, or highly localized regions of the joint likely overpredict shear deformation of the
joint core concrete. Further, bond-zone conditions determine the distribution of the shear loading
of the joint core and may determine the shear stress history. Thus, development of a calibration
model requires comparison of data sets with similar bond-zone conditions. These factors limit
the data that are appropriate for model development, and thus the generality of a model
developed solely on the basis of these data.
In the current study, experimental data characterizing the response of plain and reinforced
concrete components subjected to uniform shear loading are used as a basis for modeling the
shear-panel response. A simple calibration model is developed that employs the modified
compression field theory (MCFT) [Vecchio and Collins 1986] to define the envelope to the shear
stress versus strain history of the joint core and experimental data provided by Stevens et al.
[1991] to define the response under cyclic loading.
4.3.1 Calibration of the Shear-Panel Component
Vecchio and Collins [1986] tested reinforced concrete panels with different material properties
and transverse steel ratios under monotonic shear and combined shear and axial loading. Using
these data, Vecchio and Collins developed the MCFT to characterize the global response of the
panels. This theory defines a plane-stress constitutive model for reinforced concrete elements in
which failure is determined by yielding of reinforcement at concrete crack surfaces or by
crushing of previously cracked concrete.
For beam-column joints in a two-dimensional frame, the joint experiences essentially
planar shear loading. The failure mechanisms observed in the laboratory for joints subjected to
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simulated earthquake loading are those represented by the MCFT. Also, application of the
MCFT enables calibration of the joint panel response model as a function of concrete material
properties, vertical and horizontal steel ratios in the joint, and steel reinforcement material
properties. For these reasons, the MCFT is proposed for use in calibrating the shear-panel
component of the beam-column joint element.
Several issues must be addressed in order to apply the MCFT to generate an envelope to
the shear stress versus strain response history. First, application of the theory requires the
introduction of some assumptions regarding the axial and flexural response of the beam-column
joint. Here it is assumed that all load transferred through the joint occurs through shear. Also, it
is assumed that axial and flexural deformations are negligible. Second, as proposed by Vecchio
and Collins [1986], the MCFT characterizes the response of a panel subjected to monotonic
loading; thus, the MCFT must be extended to represent the response under cyclic loading. A
subsequent study [Stevens et al. 1991] extends the MCFT for the case of reversed-cyclic loading;
however, this constitutive model provides an inappropriately high level of accuracy, resolution,
and sophistication given the simplicity of the proposed beam-column joint element. Instead, for
the current study, only the response envelope is defined using the MCFT, and experimental data
provided by Stevens et al. are used to calibrate the unload-reload paths of the general hysteretic
response model. The results of the Steven’s study include the observation that for panels
subjected to reversed cyclic shear loading, concrete compressive strength is substantially less
than that observed under monotonic loading and that concrete tensile strength deteriorates more
rapidly as a function of tensile strain. Using the concrete compressive strength reduction factor
proposed by Stevens et al. and a concrete tensile stress-strain response model derived from the
Stevens data these characteristics are incorporated into the current model.
Figure 4.10 shows the simulated response history for two panels subjected to monotonic
loading as predicted using the MCFT. These panels, designated Panel 1 and Panel 2, have
material and geometric properties listed in Table 4.3 The response of Panel 1 is determined by
yielding of the transverse reinforcement while the response of Panel 2 is determined by crushing
of the concrete. These response histories are assumed to constitute the envelope to the panel
shear stress versus strain response for the case of monotonic loading of beam-column joints.
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Fig. 4.10. Simulated shear stress versus strain response history for monotonic loading
Table 4.3 Material and geometric properties used in simulations
Concrete Material Properties
Strain at
Compressive Compressive Tensile
Strength
Strength
Strength
Specimen
ρx
(MPa)
(MPa)
(MPa)
Panel 1
-25
-0.002
1.65
0.005
Panel 2
-25
-0.002
1.65
0.025
SE8

-37

-0.0026

2.01

SE9
BCJ4

-44.2
-27.6

-0.00265
-0003

2.19
1.73

Steel Material Properties

Elastic
Yield Hardening Ultimate
Modulus Strength Modulus Strength
ρx
(MPa)
(MPa)
(MPa)
(MPa)
0.005 2.07e+05
414
2.07e+03
455
0.025 2.07e+05
414
2.07e+03
455
492 (ρx)
541 (ρx)
0.0293 0.0098 2.07e+05
2.07e+03
479 (ρy)
526 (ρy)
0.0293 0.0098 2.07e+05
422
2.07e+03
464
0.0137 0.017 2.07e+05
414
2.07e+03
455

4.3.2 Cyclic Response
Calibration of the shear-panel component is completed by characterization of the entire reversedcyclic response history. Like other data characterizing cyclic shear response of RC elements
[Leon 1990], the Stevens data [Stevens et al. 1991] show an extremely pinched stress-strain
history. This behavior is attributed to opening and closing of cracks in the concrete-steel
composite. This behavior is represented using the proposed general hysteretic response model
with unloading response defined to be equal to the initial elastic stiffness and reloading defined
to occur at a shear strain equal to approximately 25% of the maximum historic shear strain
demand and shear strength of zero.
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4.3.3 Comparison of Simulated and Observed Response
Relatively few experimental investigations consider the response of reinforced concrete elements
subjected to uniform shear loading; thus, data for use in model validation are limited. Figure
4.11a shows the linear interpolation of the monotonic envelope, as defined using the MCFT
model, and the simulated response for the case of reversed cyclic loading. These data may be
compared with the experimental data used to calibrate the model (Fig. 4.11b). Figure 4.12 shows
simulated and observed response for a second panel tested by Stevens et al. [1991].
Discrepancies result from the relative simplicity of the proposed model, definition of
experimental joint shear stress, and an instrumentation setup for measuring of joint shear strain
that includes deformation of the reinforcement anchorage zones.

(a) Simulated response

(b) Observed response

Fig. 4.11. Behavior of reinforced concrete Panel SE8 tested by Stevens et al. [1990]
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(a) Simulated response

(b) Observed response

Fig. 4.12. Behavior of reinforced concrete Panel SE9 tested by Stevens et al. [1990]

4.4

MODELING INTERFACE-SHEAR RESPONSE

Under earthquake loading of a building frame (Fig. 3.3), flexural cracks will open in beams, and
possibly columns, near the perimeter of the beam-column joint. If earthquake loading or bondstrength deterioration is severe, cracks may not close upon load reversal and may widen with
subsequent load cycles. Experimental investigation [Ma et al. 1976] indicates that as these cracks
widen, the capacity for shear transfer across the crack surface decreases and the flexibility of this
shear transfer mechanism increases. This behavior is represented by the interface shear
components of the beam-column joint element (Fig. 3.4).
Shear transfer in reinforced concrete occurs through compression-strut action, dowel
action of reinforcing steel and aggregate interlock on cracked concrete surfaces. For the beamcolumn joint model, it is assumed that if concrete cracks at the perimeter of the joint are closed
(defined by compressive deformation of one of the bar-slip spring components at the perimeter
of the joint), shear transfer at the perimeter of the joint occurs through a compression-strut
mechanism. Further, it is assumed that this compression-strut mechanism has adequate strength
and relatively high stiffness. If, however, concrete cracks at the joint perimeter are open (defined
by tensile deformation of the two bar-slip spring components on a joint-beam or joint-column
interface), it is assumed that shear transfer occurs through aggregate interlock. The contribution
of dowel action is assumed to be negligible, as is indicated by the results of previous
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investigations of shear transfer in reinforced concrete elements [Reinhardt and Walraven 1982;
Ma et al. 1976].
The results of research by Walraven [1981, 1994] are used as a basis for calibrating the
interface shear components of the proposed beam-column joint model. Walraven [1981]
develops a model defining the normal and shear stress transferred across a concrete crack surface
as a function of slip across the surface and crack width. If cracks are open, this model is used to
define the envelope of the force-deformation relationship for the interface-shear components. It
is assumed that shear strength as a function of slip across the concrete crack surfaces does not
deteriorate at large slip levels. For the case of closed concrete cracks, the interface-shear
response is assumed elastic with stiffness defined by the Walraven model for a relatively small
crack width opening (0.1 mm). In applying the Walraven model to calibrate the beam-column
joint model, it is assumed that the normal stress developed at the concrete crack surface is carried
by frame-member longitudinal reinforcement.
Data from an investigation of shear transfer in cracked concrete subjected to cyclic
loading [Walraven 1994] and frame member geometry are used to complete calibration of the
interface-shear components. As with the shear-panel and bar-slip components of the model, the
general hysteretic response model is used to define the response, and model calibration requires
definition of the unload-reload response as well as definition of the hysteretic damage rules. Data
presented by Walraven show the following characteristics:

•

the unloading stiffness is extremely large and does not deteriorate as a function of the
load history;

•

the reloading stiffness is approximately equal to the initial stiffness; and

•

upon reloading, a maximum displacement in excess of the previous maximum
displacement is required to develop the same shear strength.

These characteristics are incorporated into the current model by defining an unloading
stiffness equal to the initial stiffness predicted for zero slip and a relatively small crack width
opening (0.1 mm) and a reloading stiffness equal to the stiffness predicted for zero slip and the
current level of crack width opening. Deterioration in strength at a given displacement level
under cyclic loading is represented by the reloading-strength degradation model (Eq. 4.4). No
deterioration in strength or stiffness is included in the model. The proposed calibration procedure
is used to define a shear stress versus slip response history for beam-joint and column-joint
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interfaces. Beam and column areas are used to convert these histories to shear force versus slip
histories that are appropriate for use in calibrating the interface shear components of the model.
Because the interface shear force is a function both of slip and crack width and because
the interface shear component of the joint model is assumed to transfer force in only one
direction, implementation of the component model is not as straightforward as for the bar-slip
and shear-panel components. The proposed response model explicitly defines shear force as a
function of slip and crack width on the interface; thus, it is possible to compute a consistent
tangent for the component response and thereby maintain the potential for quadratic convergence
of the internal element solution algorithm. However, because the component shear force depends
on shear slip and crack opening, the component consistent tangent is not symmetric. This implies
that the element tangent also is not symmetric. To maintain symmetry of the element tangent and
the potential for quadratic convergence and at the element and structure levels, crack width
dependence is defined to be explicit rather than implicit. Thus, at any stage of the solution
algorithm, the interface shear force is a function of interface slip and the crack width from the
previous converged element solution state.
Figure 4.13 shows interface-shear versus slip response as a function of crack width as
predicted using the Walraven [1981] model. These shear force versus slip curves define the
envelope to the reversed-cyclic response history. A simulated interface shear stress versus slip
response history for a beam-joint interface in a building joint subassemblage subjected to cyclic
loading includes the effect of crack width opening; thus, consideration of “cyclic” response for a
single crack width opening provides relatively little insight into beam-column joint response.
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10

5

Model Evaluation and Verification

The proposed model and calibration procedures are evaluated through comparison of simulated
and observed response for beam-column building subassemblages tested in the laboratory under
virtual earthquake loading. Comparison of these data for a series of building beam-column joints
investigated by Park and Ruitong [1988] indicates that the proposed model represents the
observed failure mechanisms and fundamental response characteristics of these reinforcedconcrete building beam-column joints.
Park and Ruitong [1988] tested a series of four building frame subassemblages designed
to achieve different levels of ductility under simulated earthquake loading. Figure 5.1 shows an
idealization of the building frame subassemblages and the load distribution applied in the
laboratory. The beam-column joint of the prototype specimen (Unit 1) was designed in
accordance with NZS 3101:1982, design provisions for ductile reinforced concrete frames. The
remaining specimens were designed with features that were expected to reduce the ductility
capacity. These features included reduced normalized anchorage length for beam bars embedded
in the joint (Units 2 and 4) and reduced joint shear capacity to demand ratio (Units 3 and 4). Joint
shear capacity was defined, per NZS 3101, by the area of horizontal reinforcement provided as
hoops in the joint core and the area of vertical reinforcement provided by column interior
longitudinal reinforcement embedded in the joint core. Specimens were subjected to simulated
earthquake loading by forcing the column tip through a prescribed pseudo-static reversed-cyclic
displacement history. Beam-column joints were subjected to moderate shear demand, with the
design joint shear stress less than 0.7 fc MPa with fc in MPa ( 9 f c psi with fc in psi).

4238 mm
simulated earthquake load
1696 mm
simulated gravity load
B
2473 mm
B

A

A

406 mm

229 mm
457 mm

305 mm
Section A-A

Section B-B

Fig. 5.1. Beam-column building joint subassemblage tested by Park and Ruitong [1988]
Numerical models were developed to simulate the response of the Park and Ruitong
subassemblages to laboratory loading. Numerical models comprised lumped-plasticity beamcolumn elements and the proposed beam-column joint element. Lumped-plasticity beam-column
elements were calibrated on the basis of the following assumptions:
1. The elastic flexural stiffness is defined by the cracked section properties.
2. The envelope to the moment-rotation response of the plastic hinge is defined by the
computed moment-curvature response of the beam-column cross-section and an
assumed plastic-hinge length equal to half the depth of the beam-column element.
3. The hysteretic response of the plastic-hinge is represented by the previously presented
general one-dimensional hysteretic response model with load-path parameters defined
to represent the observed response of the ductile reinforced concrete flexural
elements.
The proposed beam-column joint calibration procedures were employed for the bar-slip
and shear-panel components of the model with material, geometric, and design parameters
provided by Park and Ruitong. For calibration of the joint shear-panel response, the horizontal
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transverse steel ratio was calculated on the basis of the total area of horizontal transverse steel
provided in the joint while the vertical transverse steel ratio was calculated on the basis of the
total area of the longitudinal steel provided in the column. Since the restraint of the beam-axial
deformation provided by the Park and Ruitong test frame is unknown, the interface-shear
components are assumed to remain elastic, with stiffness defined on the basis of closed interface
cracks.
The proposed beam-column joint model is evaluated through comparison of observed and
simulated response for the Park and Ruitong specimens. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show, respectively,
the observed and simulated column tip displacement versus column shear for two of the
specimens, Unit 1 and Unit 4. The observed response history for Unit 1 shows significant energy
dissipation and no strength loss; for Unit 4, the load-displacement history shows a more pinched
response and strength loss at a displacement ductility demand of 5. The observed response
histories for Units 2 and 3 are similar with that for Unit 2, exhibiting a significantly pinched
load-displacement history as well as strength loss at a ductility demand of 5 and Unit 3 showing
moderate pinching of the load-displacement history and minimal strength loss at a ductility
demand of 7. The simulated histories exhibit the same fundamental characteristics as the
observed histories; though strength loss is delayed until a ductility demand of 7 in the simulated
histories.
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 list characteristics of the observed and simulated response histories
that are considered in evaluating the model. Comparison of load-displacement histories in
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 shows similar response for laboratory and computer models. However,
comparison of maximum strength values (Tables 4.2 and 4.3) shows that simulated strength is 8
to 13% less than the observed strength. This discrepancy most likely results from the assumption
of a bilinear moment-rotation response envelope for the plastic hinges of the beam-column
elements in the computer model. However, this discrepancy could be a function of a too small
post-yield stiffness of the shear-panel and bar-slip components of the joint model. If this is the
case, this suggests that the proposed model does not represent additional joint stiffness resulting
from load-redistribution in the postyield regime.
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(a) Unit 1 — ductile specimen

(b) Unit 4 — limited ductility specimen
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Fig. 5.2. Observed response of building subassemblages (Fig. 16, Park and Ruitong [1988])
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Fig. 5.3. Simulated response of the Park and Ruitong [1988] building subassemblages
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Table 5.1 Observed response characteristics for Park and Ruitong [1988] specimens
Maximum strength
Strength for final load cycle
(% of theoretical capacity)
Ductility demand at which
substantial strength loss was
observed
Pinching of hysteresis loops

Unit 1
80.3 kN
~ 100%

Unit 2
111.7 kN
76%

Unit 3
79.4 kN
99%

Unit 4
106.5 kN
81%

no substantial
loss at µ = 7

µ=5

no substantial
loss at µ = 7

µ=5

not significant

significant

More than Unit
1; less than
Units 2 & 4
1.4 mm

significant

Maximum concrete crack
0.6 mm
0.4 mm
width in the joint.
Impact of bar slip
Units 1 & 2 have the same joint
shear capacity-demand ratio, but
Unit 2 has larger beam bars. This
appears to have resulted in more
inelastic deformation due to bar slip
and less due to joint shear
deformation for Unit 2 than for
Unit1.
Contribution of joint
9 – 14%
7 - 12%
deformation to total
displacement at high level

1.1 mm

Units 3 & 4 have the same joint
shear capacity-demand ratio, but
Unit 4 has larger beam bars. This
appears to have resulted in more
inelastic deformation due to bar slip
and less due to joint shear
deformation for Unit 4 than for
Unit 3.
23 – 38%
15 – 19%

Table 5.2. Simulated response characteristics for Park and Ruitong specimens
Maximum strength
Ductility demand at which
strength loss is observed
Mechanism that controls
strength loss
Pinching of hysteresis loops
Impact of bar slip: Bar slip
accounts for what
percentage of joint
deformation at highductility demands
Contribution of joint shearpanel deformation to total
deformation at high ductility
demands
Contribution of joint
deformation to total
deformation at high ductility
demands

Unit 1
71.2 kN
no substantial
loss at µ = 7

Unit 2
96.7 kN
µ=7

Unit 3
69.8 kN
no substantial
loss at µ = 7

anchorage

Unit 4
97.7 kN
µ=7
anchorage

not significant
47%

significant
56%

Moderate
30%

significant
53%

5-6%

11 – 13%

21 – 23%

14-16%

6 – 9%

16 – 24%

21 – 25%

16 – 24%
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Comparison of simulated and observed response indicates that the proposed model
represents well the observed failure models. The research results provided by Park and Ruitong
indicate that failure of beam-bar anchorage likely resulted in strength loss for Units 2 and 4. The
proposed model represents this aspect of response with strength deterioration resulting from
failure of beam bar-slip slip components rather than the shear-panel component. However, while
the model represents the observed failure mechanism, the ductility demand at which strength loss
occurs and the rate of strength loss are not represented with a high level of accuracy. The
discrepancy in the simulated failure point must be attributed to the simplicity of the model;
discrepancy in post-peak response may be attributed to inadequacies in the data used for
calibration and may be mitigated in future work. Park and Ruitong propose that for Units 2 and
4, anchorage failure of beam longitudinal reinforcement contributes significantly to global
specimen deformation at high ductility demands, with the result that joint deformation is limited.
The characteristic of response is represented well by the model with the joint bar-slip mechanism
contributing to 56% and 53% of the joint deformation for Units 2 and 4, but only 36% for Unit 3.
Despite the simplicity of the proposed model, evaluation of experimental and numerical
data indicates that the model represents joint deformation. Park and Ruitong monitor joint
deformation in the laboratory by measuring the deformation along the diagonals of the joint.
Instrumentation is mounted in the vicinity of beam and column reinforcement anchorage zones.
Thus, measured joint deformation likely includes shear deformation of the joint core as well as
some deformation associated with anchorage failure. If the deformation measured by Park and
Ruitong is assumed to include only shear distortion of the joint core, then comparison of data in
Tables 4.2 and 4.3 indicates that, with the exception of Unit 2, the proposed model
underestimates the contribution of joint deformation to global deformation. If the deformation
measured by Park and Ruitong is assumed to include shear distortion and anchorage-zone
deformation, then comparison of data in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 indicates that, with the exception of
Unit 2, the proposed model can be used to simulated observed response.
Comparison of the observed and simulated response of the Park and Ruitong specimens
suggests that the proposed model and calibration procedures are appropriate for use in simulating
the response of reinforced concrete beam-column joints in building frames. Simulated response
histories represent well the fundamental characteristics of observed response including energy
dissipation within the joint and beam-column joint failure modes. The proposed model provides
a simple representation of the inelastic joint response mechanisms and the proposed calibration
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procedures provide a simple, but general, approach to quantifying the response of these
mechanism. However, the simplicity and generality of the model appear to limit the accuracy
with which load-deformation response, specifically post-yield and post-peak stiffness, are
represented.
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6

Summary

A model is proposed for use in simulating the inelastic response of typical beam-column joints in
two-dimensional nonlinear analysis of reinforced concrete frames. This model represents the
mechanisms that may determine inelastic beam-column joint behavior through the combined
action of one-dimensional shear-panel, bar-slip and interface-shear components. Constitutive
models are developed to define the response of the shear-panel and bar-slip components of the
model; these procedures define response on the basis of concrete and steel material properties,
the beam-column joint geometry, and the distribution of reinforcing steel design. Comparison of
simulated and observed response for a series of beam-column joint building subassemblages
indicates that the proposed model represents well the fundamental characteristics of response for
joints subjected to moderate shear demands.
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